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INTRODUCTION 
The classical Riesz representation theorem establishes the fact that every 
continuous linear functional on the space C[a, b] can be represented by means 
of a Stieltjes integral. One thus obtains a correspondence between C’[a, b], 
the dual space of C[a, b], and the set of functions with bounded variation 
on [a, b]. Later generalizations replaced [a, b] with X, a compact Hausdorff 
space, and the linear functionals were now represented as integrals with 
respect to a regular Bore1 measure. Later yet, extensions were made to the 
case in which X is a locally compact Hausdorff space. Roughly speaking, then, 
we may say that the generalized form of the Riesz theorem establishes a 
connection between Radon measures (linear functionals) and Bore1 measures 
(set functions). 
In this paper, we establish a connection between Radon measures taking 
values in a topological vector space E’ and Bore1 measures taking values in E’ 
(Theorems 3,4,5, and 6). The connection is made, of course, by means of an 
integral. E’ is the dual space of E, where it is assumed that E is a t-space 
(defined later). A perusal of the proofs will convince the reader that this 
assumption really is needed. Indeed, we make critical use of the fact that 
every weak* bounded subset of E’ is equicontinuous and also of the fact 
that the canonical imbedding (T : E + E” is continuous. The first assertion 
(about E’) is a generalized version of the Banach-Steinhaus theorem and is, 
in fact, equivalent to the assumption that E is a t-space. As an application of 
our results, we prove in Section 6 that a bounded, self-adjoint operator A 
on a Hilbert space generates, in a natural way, a Radon measure taking values 
in the space of bounded linear operators. Use of our representation theorem 
gives an operated valued Bore1 measure p associated with A. We then prove 
that p is a spectral measure, thus proving the Spectral theorem. 
The problem of representing vector valued Radon measures by means of an 
integral with respect to a vector measure has also been considered by Bartle, 
Dunford, and Schwartz [I]. See also the book by Dunford and Schwartz 
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[2, Theorem 2, p. 4921. In [I] and [2], th e R d a on measures take their values in 
an arbitrary Banach space .t: (as opposed to E’, in our case) in which case the 
corresponding vector measure has, in general, values in .t”‘, not .t’. Even 
if we assume that E’ is a Banach space, our results 3rd not comparable with 
those in [I] and [2] because it is well known that there are Banach spaces S 
not of the form E’. 
The results of this paper form a portion of the author’s doctoral disserta- 
tion (Purdue University, 1959), written under the direction of Professor 
Michael Golomb. The results of Section 6 may also be found in [3]. In addi- 
tion, the author is grateful to Butler University for the granting of a one 
semester faculty fellowship during which time the author was able to prepare 
this paper for publication. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND KNOWN RESULTS 
In this paper, we consider real vector (linear) spaces only. It should be 
remarked, however, that all our results can be extended to the complex case 
without too much difficulty. Moreover, we shall always tacitly assume that a 
given vector space is not the trivia1 one, consisting of the zero vector alone. 
“0” is used for both the real number zero and the zero vector. 
Iff and g are functions such that the range of g is contained in the domain 
off, f o g denotes the composition of these functions. If S is a subset of the 
domain off, f 1 S is the restriction off to S.f[S] is the set of all f(x), zc in S. 
In regard to topological vector spaces, we shall use the terminology of 
Bourbaki [4, 51. If E is a topological vector space, E’ is the dual (conjugate) 
space of E. The phrase “strong dual” identifies the topology of E’ as that 
of uniform convergence on the bounded subsets of E. For .v in E and .t” 
in E’ , (.v, .r’> is the value of the linear functional x’ at s. A t-space (espace 
tonnele, barrelled space) is a locally convex topological vector space in 
which every barrel (tonneau) is a neighborhood of 0. Let E, F, and G be 
locally convex spaces, u a bilinear mapping of E x F into G. For each .r in E, 
let u(x, .) be the linear mapping y + u(x, y) of F into G; for each y in F, let 
u(., y) be the linear mapping x -+ u(x, y) of E into G. u is said to be separately 
continuous if, for each x in E and y in F, u(q 0) and u(., y) are continuous. 
Next, let M be a family of bounded subsets of E; u is said to be M-hypo- 
continuous if u is separately continuous and if for every neighborhood IV of 
0 in G and every set M in M, there is a neighborhood V of 0 in F such that 
u[M x v] C IV. (Similarly, there is a notion of hypocontinuity for u when M 
is a family of bounded subsets of F.) 
For Radon measures, we use the terminology of Bourbaki [6, 71. If X is a 
locally compact Hausdorff space, a Radon measure in X is a continuous linear 
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functional on K(X), the space of continuous, real valued functions on X 
having compact support. The topology of K(X) may be described as follows: 
For each compact subset C of X, let K,-(X) be the linear subsapce of K(X) 
consisting of all functions with support contained in C. Furnish each Kc(X) 
with the topology of uniform convergence. The topology of K(X) is then 
defined to be the finest locally convex topology, for which each injection 
map Kc(X)+ K(X) is continuous. An important fact about this (inductive 
limit) topology is that p’ is a Radon measure in X if and only if, for each 
compact subset C of X, p’ 1 K,-(X) IS continuous. For F in K(X), we also 
define 11 y 11 = sup (1 &) 1 : 6 E X}. 11 * 11 is a norm on k’(X), but the topo- 
logy of K(X) is finer than the norm topology. A Radon measure p’ is said 
to be bounded if II’ is in (K,(X))‘, where (K,(X) is K(X) furnished with the 
norm topology. If p’ is bounded, 
and (K,(X))‘, along with the norm I/ * I/ , is a Banach space. 
We use the terminology of Halmos [8] in regard to Bore1 measures in 
locally compact spaces. One exception to this rule is that we use “measure” 
(without qualifying adjectives) to mean the same thing as Halmos’ “signed 
measure.” The family B of Bore1 subsets of a locally compact Hausdorff 
space X is the u-ring generated by the class of compact subsets of X. A Bore1 
measure in X is a measure TV defined on B and such that p(C) is finite for every 
compact set C. If p is a Bore1 measure, p = ,u+ - CL- is the Jordan decompo- 
sition of p and I p j = CL+ + PI- is the total variation of CL. A non-negative 
Bore1 measure p is regular if the values of p are determined by its values on 
the open and compact Bore1 subsets of X. An arbitrary Bore1 measure TV 
is regular if both CL+ and CL- are regular. If p is a finite regular Bore1 measure, 
then 
/I I-L I/ = SUP {I CL I (W : B E B) < 00 
and the set ?Wl of finite regular Bore1 measures in X, along with the norm 
I/ . Ij , is a Banach space. 
Finally, for the purposes of reference, we state two theorems which link 
the Radon measures in X with the regular Bore1 measures in X. For a dis- 
cussion of these theorems, see Taylor [9, pp. 397-3991 and Kelley-Namioka 
[IO, prob. J, pp. 126-1271. 
THEOREM 1 (Riesz). If p is a finite regular Bore1 measure in X, then 
p’ : g, --f $ v dp is a bounded Radon measure in X. Conversely, if pLI is a bounded 
Radon Measure in X, then there is a unique finite regular Bore1 measure p such 
that, for all v in K(X), p’(p)) = $ v dp. The mapping CL’ + p is a linear 
isometry of the Banach space (K,,(X))’ onto the Banach space mm. 
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THEOREM 2. If CL’ is a Radon measure in -Y, tlzere es&s an ordered pair 
(pf, p-) of nonngatizle, regular Bore1 measzzres in S such that, for all p? irz I\‘(X), 
(Observe that CL+ - p- is not necessarily a measure because it may happen 
that p+(B) = p-(B) = ‘cc for some Bore1 set B.) 
2. E’-MEASURES 
Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space, K(X) the space described in 
Section 1, and let B denote the family of Bore1 subsets of X. Let E be a 
t-space; equivalently, we may assume that every weak* bounded subset of E’ 
is equicontinuous [IO, Theorem 18.7, p. 1711. Finally, let 0 : E - E” be the 
natural imbedding of E into E”. 
A mapping p : B + E’ shall be called an El-measure in X if ux i: p = pz 
is a regular Bore1 measure in X for each .2: in E. Unless otherwise stated, we 
shall always assume that E’ is the strong dual of E. Thus all references 
(without qualifying adjectives) to topological concepts in E’ refer to the strong 
topology of E’. 
PROPOSITION 1. If p is an E’-measure in X, then p[B], the range of p, is a 
bounded subset of E’. 
PROOF. Every weak* bounded subset of E’ is equicontinuous, hence 
bounded [5, Prop. 2, p. 861. Thus it suffices to prove that p[B] is weak* 
bounded in E’. If x is any element of E, pLE is a regular Bore1 measure in X. 
But l-Lr = ux ,3 p is finite, hence bounded. Thus there is a number K, such 
that 1 pZ(B) 1 < K, for all B in B. But 
L(B) = (p(B), ux, = (.r, P(B)), 
so that p[B] is weak* bounded. 
If p is an E-measure in X and v an element of K(X), we define on E a 
linear functional, J 9 dp, by requiring that, for each x in E, 
(1) 
PROPOSITION 2. J~dp, as de$ned by (1) is an element of E’. 
PROOF. Consider the strong dual, E”, of E’; because E is a t-space, 
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(J : E --+ E” is continuous [lo, Theorem 20.4, pp. 192-1931. Given E > 0, 
consider 
V” = 1x” E E” : 1 (p(B), x”) 1 < $ 11 v I/ , for all B in B,/ , 
Since p[B] is a bounded subset of E’ (Prop. I), V” is a neighborhood of 0 
in I?‘. Hence u-‘[I”‘] = V is a neighborhood of 0 in E and if x is in V, 
I <T P(B)) I = I t~z(B) I < $ II T-J II 8 
for all B in B. It follows that 1 pLr I (B) < ~111 v II for all B in B, where 
I p2 I = pr+ + ,uac- is the total variation of p.r . Then if C is the (compact) 
support of q~ and x is in V, 
That is, J v dp is continuous at 0. It is straightforward to verify that J IJJ dp 
is linear, so our proof is complete. 
3. VECTOR VALUED RADON MEASURES 
Let E’ and p be as in the previous section. An element p’ of L(K(X), E’), 
the space of continuous linear mappings of K(X) into E’, shall be called an 
E’-Radon measure in X. 
PROPOSITION 3. The mapping CL’ : 9 -+ s vdp is an El-Radon measure in X. 
Proposition 3 is an immediate corollary of Theorem 3, so we omit the proof, 
The p’ of Proposition 3 is actually bounded. That is, p’ is an element of the 
spaceL(K,(X), E’) where K,(X) denotes K(X) furnished with the topology of 
uniform convergence. This assertion is stronger than the one contained in 
Proposition 3 because the inductive limit topology of K(X) is finer than the 
topology of uniform convergence. 
THEOREM 3. If p is an E’-measure in X, then the mapping p’ : v + f pdp 
is a bounded El-Radon measure in X. 
PROOF. If M is a bounded subset of E and E > 0, 
V(M, 6) = {x’ E E’ : 1 (x, x’) I < E, for all x in M} 
is a basic neighborhood of 0 in E’. We must show that p’(v) = $ v dp is in 
V(M, c) provided only that I( q~ /I is small enough. Let M be the family of 
bounded subsets of E and consider the bilinear functional u : (s, x’) - ix, x’ : 
on E x E’; from the definition of the strong topology on E’, it is evident that 
u is M-hypocontinuous [5, Remark 2, p. 861. Because 
11’ =: {p(C) : C’ compact subset of S) 
is a bounded subset of E’, it follows that u[ill i< Ar’] is a bounded set of real 
numbers [5, Prop. 4, p. 391. Thus there is a number K such that 
I ::x, r(C);, I = I P,(C) I s k 
whenever C is a compact subset of A’ and x is in Al. Then / pLr ] (C) < 2K for 
all such x and C; hence, if I/ v Ij < ~/2/z, one easily verifies that, for all x in M, 
That is, J v dp is in V(l(n/l, E) and the proof is complete, since CL’ is clearly 
linear. 
4. REPRESENTATION OF BOUNDED RADON MEASURES 
We are now ready to prove the converse of Theorem 3; given a bounded 
E’-Radon measure CL’, we will show that it is of the form p’(p)) = J ‘p dp. 
THEOREM 4. If CL’ is a bounded El-Radon measure in X, then there is one 
and only one E’-measure TV in X with the property that p’(v) = J q~ dp for 
every cp in K(X). 
PROOF. Given a fundamental neighborhood V(&Z, E) of 0 in E’, there is a 
6 > 0 such that if /I F ]I < 6, then p’(v) is in V(M, E). It follows that, for all x 
in M and ally in K(X), 
I <.? P’(F)>~ I s k, II v II 9 (2) 
where KM = ~1% For each x in E, pi = ax :I TV’ is a Radon measure in X 
and because {x} is bounded, inequality (2) holds with KM replaced by k{,) . 
Thus pz’ is a bounded Radon measure in X, and by the Riesz Theorem 
(Theorem l), there is a finite regular Bore1 measure px in X such that 
pa’(v) = J q~ dpz for all 91 in K(X). G’ iven B in B, define a linear functional 
p(B) on E by requiring that, for every x in E, 
!x, r(B)> = r#O 
That p(B) is linear follows from the linearity of the map x + pLs’; however, 
we must be sure that p(B) is also continuous. Because 
I CL@) I s I rr I (B) s II rr II = II rzl II Y 
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it suffices to prove that ]I px’ [/ < E for all x in some suitable neighborhood of 
0 in E. 
MO’ = W(F) : II VJ II G 111 
is a bounded subset of E’ and since E is a t-space, n/l,‘ is equicontinuous. 
Now consider the bilinear functional u : (x, x’) - (x, x’) on E x E’. u is 
&-hypocontinuous, where d is the family of equicontinuous subsets of E 
[S, Remark 2, p. 861. Thus there is a neighborhood V of 0 in E such that 
for all x in Vand v in K(X) for which 1) v I] < 1. Then, if x is in I’, I/ pi ]I < E 
and p(B) is continuous. We have thus defined a mapping p : B -+ E’ and ~1 
is an E-measure in X. Moreover, p’(v) = J v dp for every p in K(X), as 
required. We omit the proof that p is unique because it is a direct conse- 
quence of the uniqueness of the regular Bore1 measure arising from the Riesz 
Theorem (Theorem 1). 
Now consider L,(K,(X), E’), th e s p ace of bounded E-Radon measures 
equipped with the topology of uniform convergence on the bounded subsets 
of K,(X), and let \m(E’) denote the space of E’-measures in X. Theorems 3 
and 4 establish a linear, one-to-one mapping 11’ + CL, of ,5(&(X), E’) onto 
?N(E’). Thus, we may “transpose” the topology of L,(K,(X), E’) onto m(E’) 
so that p’ --f p is a homeomorphism. Let us proceed to do just that. 
If E and 8 are positive numbers, and M is a bounded subset of E, then a 
basic neighborhood of 0 in &,(&C,(X), E’) is a set of the form: 
But 
{p’ : ] (x, p’(p))) I < E, if x is in M and /I v ]I < S}. 
II k’ II = SUP {I <XT P’b?J)) I : II 9, II < 11, 
so we may just as well take neighborhoods as sets of the form: 
{CL’ : ]I pz’ I] 6 E, all x in M}. 
Since I] pz’ ]I = ]I pz I] , the corresponding sets in mm(E) are: 
U(M, e) = {p : I/ pcLz. 1),< E, all x in M}. 
The family { U(M, l )} is a system of basic neighborhoods of 0 for the topology 
t on mm(E) that we are looking for. Let !&(E’) denoteIUZ(E’) equipped with the 
topology t. Summarizing, we may state: 
THEOREM 5. If p’ is a bounded Et-Radon measure in X, there is oue and 
only one E’-measure p in X such that p’(q) = $ q~ dp for every p in K(X); 
the mapping p’ ---f p thus defined is an algebraic and topological &morphism 
of L,(K,(X), E’) onto 9Jl,(E’). 
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COROLLARY 1. Suppose that A’ is compact; if CL’ is an El-Radon measure 
it1 A-, there is one and only one E’-measure TV so that /L’(P) = J F dp for each 
v in K(X). The mapping CL’ ---f p is an algebraic and topological isomorphism 
of L,(K(X), E’) onto W,(E’). 
PROOF. If X is compact, the inductive limit topology of X is just the 
topology of uniform convergence. Hence, every E’-Radon measure in X is 
bounded and Theorem 5 applies. 
5. REPRESENTATION OF UNBOUNDED RADON RIEASURES 
Since every E’-Radon measure of the form v + J v dp is bounded, there is 
no hope of representing all E’-Radon measures in this fashion. In order to 
obtain an integral representation for all E’-Radon measures, we introduce 
the notion of an extended E’-measure in X. Let B, denote the family of 
bounded Bore1 subsets of X; a mapping p : B, + E’ will be called an extended 
E’-measure in X if, for each compact subset C of X, 
CL I WC) = rc (3) 
,is an E’-measure in C. (B(C) is the family of Bore1 subsets of C.) 
Let p be an extended E’-measure in X; then the following proposition 
follows directly from the definition of extended E’-measure and Proposition 1. 
PROPOSITION 4. If p is an extended E’-measure and C a compact subset 
of X, p[B(C)] is a bounded subset of E’. 
If v is in K(X), we define a linear functional, written j” p dp, on E by 
requiring, for each x in E, 
In (4), C is the (compact) support of v and @Jc is the regular Bore1 measure 
KY 3 pc in C. kc is defined by (3)). 0 ne easily checks that J v dp is linear. 
The proof of Proposition 2, with B replaced by B(C) and p. replaced by 
Olr)c P establishes the continuity of Jv dp. Thus, we may state: 
PROPOSITION 5. Jvdp, as defined by (4), is an element of E’. 
PROPOSITION 6. If p is an extended El-measure in X, the mapping 
II’ : v + j q dp is an r-Radon measure in X: in other words, CL’ is an element 
“of L(K(X), E’). 
PROOF. We omit the verification that II’ is linear. For the continuity of p’, 
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it suffices to prove that, if C* is any compact subset of X, then p’ 1 Kc,(X) is 
continuous. (Recall the inductive limit topology of K(X).) We observe that 
if v is in Kc,(X) and C is the support of v, then C C C* and 
PC* I B(C) = PC. 
If M is a bounded subset of E and E > 0, then 
V(M, G) = {x’ E E’ : 1 (x, .r’) / < .5, for all x in M} 
is a basic neighborhood of 0 in E’. Because M is bounded, there is a number 
k(C*) such that, for all x in M, 
I wc*(c*) I = I (XT PcLc*(c*)) I G h(c*). 
Thus, I (&, I CC*) < WC*) f or all .t^ in M. Then, if q~ is in Kc,(X) and 
II v II < dwC*h 
1 j v 4k)c 1 = 1 j 97 4&* 1 G II Y II I b&f I CC”) < E. 
But J v && = (x, J q~ dp) and hence Jv dp is in V(M, c) provided 
/I v II < 42k(C*). p’ I Kc,(X) is continuous, and our proof is complete. 
Observe, however, that we no longer assert that 11’ : q~ ---f J q~ dp is a bounded 
E-Radon measure, as we did in the case for which p was an E-measure. 
Nevertheless, we can prove the following representation theorem, the con- 
verse of Proposition 6. 
THEOREM 6. Zf pf is an El-Radon measure in X, then there is an extended 
El-measure p in X such that, for all 9 in K(X), p’(v) = f g, dp. 
PROOF. For each x in E, fix’ = us o p’ is a Radon measure in X. Thus 
(Theorem 2), for each x in E, there exists an ordered pair, &+, pz-), of 
regular Bore1 measures such that, for every g, in K(X), 
We do not form pr = p++ - pz- because pLe is not necessarily a (signed) 
measure. On the other hand, if C is a compact subset of X, we define 
(Pz’)c = kc I G(X), (P~+L = Pi+ I B(C) and OL& = CL=- I B(C) 
where Kc(X) is the set of functions in K(X) having support in C and B(C) 
the family of Bore1 subsets of C. In this case, we are justified in writing 
LJC = (k’)c - (Pz% * 
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It follows that, for all 9) in K,(X), 
For use later on, we make one more observation: If C and C* are compact 
with CC C*, then 
(I&+ I B(C) = (CL& . (5) 
This follows from the fact that the functionals b+‘)o* and (pzJc agree on 
Kc(X) and the uniqueness of their corresponding regular Bore1 measures. 
Now if B is in Bb , define a linear functional, p(B), on E by requiring, for 
all x in E, 
(x3 P(B)) = hdc m 
where C is the closure of B in X. Now x + ps’ is a linear map of E into 
(K(X))‘, thus x + (p%‘)c is a linear map of E into (Kc(X))‘. From this, one 
sees that p(B) is linear. The proof of Theorem 2, with pr replaced by &.& 
and K(X) replaced by Kc(X), establishes the continuity of p(B). We have 
thus defined a mapping p : Bb + E’. It remains to prove that p is actually 
an extended E’-measure. We must show that, if C* is any compact subset 
of X, then pLc* is an E-measure in C*. For this purpose, let B be any Bore1 
subset of C*. If C is the closure of B then C C C* and, for x in E, 
(JX 0 dB) = +, p&)j = (rJ-& (B). 
But, from our observation (5) above, 
LJC (4 = cPx)c* w 
Whence, ax o tic* is the regular Bore1 measure (J&.. , proving that pc, is 
an E-measure in C”. 
Finally, an easy calculation shows that 
Hence, p’(p) = J T dp and the proof is complete. 
6. APPLICATION TO THE SPECTRAL THEOREM 
The purpose of this section is to indicate a new proof of the Spectral Theo- 
rem for bounded, self-adjoint operators on a real Hilbert space. Let H 
denote a real Hilbert space, and b the Banach space of bounded linear opera- 
tors on H. For x and y in H, (x 1 y) will denote the value of the scalar pro- 
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duct of x with y and [x, y] is defined to be the linear functional such that, 
for A in d, 
[x, yl(4 = (Ax IY)* (6) 
[x, y] is an element of d’. We denote by E the closure of the linear subspace 
generated by all linear functionals of the form [x, y]; then E, with the norm 
induced by 8’ is a Banach space. E is a proper subspace of 8’ [l l] unless, of 
course, the Hilbert space H is finite dimensional. Let E’ be the dual of E, 
equipped with the usual norm so that E’ is a Banach space. The next theorem, 
crucial for our purposes, is due to Dixmier [l 1, Theorem 2, p. 3941 
THEOREM 7. E’ and 13 are equiwalent Banach spaces. That is, there exists 
a linear isometry of E’ onto b. 
Henceforth, we will identify b with E’. Now consider a fixed, self-adjoint 
operator -4 in E’ and let Z (a compact subset of the real line) denote the spec- 
trum of A. If p is a (real) polynomial function, we denote by p, the restriction 
of p to Z and by Pr the algebra of all such restrIctions. Equip Pz with the 
usual sup norm, so that P, is a normed linear space. Finally, if 
P(t) = a05n + .a. + a, 
then p(A) is the self-adjoint operator aOAn + em* + a,1 where I is the iden- 
tity operator. 
Consider the linear mapping va’ : p, + p(A) of Pz into E’. It may happen 
(if Z is finite) that pr = qr even though p # q. Nevertheless, p(A) = q(A) 
because p and q agree on Z, the spectrum of A. Thus, vA’ is well defined. It 
is well known that [12, p. 3611 
II P(A) II = sup {I P(5) I : t E q = II P, II . (7) 
Thus vA’ ’ is continuous. (It should be remarked that the reference given for 
the equality in (7) is for complex Hilbert space rather than real Hilbert 
space. However, the theorem is equally valid in the real case. On this point, 
see [12, p. 1981.) Because vA ‘ is also linear, it is uniformly continuous. This, 
together with the fact that E’ is complete and Hausdorff, implies that vA’ 
has a unique continuous extension, pAJ, to the closure of P, in K(Z). But this 
closure is just K(Z) and since the extension is also linear, we see that pA’ 
is an Y-Radon measure in Z. We call it the Radon measure generated by A. 
According to Corollary 1, there is a unique r-measure p such that, for all q 
in K(Z), pA’(p) = J v dp. (For notational convenience, we avoid putting 
the subscritp A on CL.) We shall proceed to prove that the r-measure p, is, 
indeed, the spectral measure associated with A. 
Consider the polynomial function p’ : 5 + 5. Since ~~‘(pe’) = vA’(pr’), we 
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The task remaining is to show that p is actually a spectral measure and hence 
that (8) is really the familiar spectral decomposition of A. To prove that p 
is a spectral measure, it s&ices to show that p is projection-valued, p(Z) = 1 
and that 
is a countably additive set function (on the Bore1 subsets of Z) for each pair 
X, y in the Hilbert space H [13, Theorem 3, p. 591. This last requirement is 
satisfied because of (6) and the fact that p is an E-measure in Z. 
We can easily extend the meaning of J p dp to functions other than those 
of K(Z). Let g be any real valued, bounded, and Bore1 measurable function 
on E, define J g dp by requiring that, for every pair (x, y), 
We remark that g is integrable with respect to each measure t.~~,~ because Z 
is compact and g is bounded. Since the bilinear functional, 
(~9 Y) - j g drw 3 
is bounded, it follows [13, Theorem 1, pp. 38-391 that Jg dp is in E’. If B 
is a Bore1 subset of .Z, we may takeg to be vs , the characteristic function of B. 
Observe that J P)~ dp = p(B). 
PROPOSITION 7. p(Z) = I where I is the identity operator in E’. 
PROOF. If p”(E) = 1, then 
pA’(pxo) = va’(pcO) = PO(A) = I. 
On the other hand, 
rA'(p2) = j vz dr = rW> 
because pzo = vz . 
PROPOSITION 8. For every q~ in K(Z), pAI = scpdp is a self-adjoint 
operator. 
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PROOF. The uniform limit of a sequence of self-adjoint operators is 
again a self-adjoint operator. 
PROPOSITION 9. If g is a real valued, bounded, and Bore1 measurable 
function on Z, then sgdt~ is a self-adjoint operator. 
PROOF. Proposition 8 implies that px,ll = py,x for each pair x, y and then 
a calculation verifies that sg dp is self-adjoint. 
COROLLARY 2. If B is a Bore1 subset of Z, p(B) is self-adjoint. 
PROOF. 
~(4 = j- P)B dp. 
If we can now prove that p(B) is an idempotent operator, then p will be 
projection-valued and our proof that p is a spectral measure will be complete. 
The most direct way to accomplish this is to use an idea originally due to 
Eberlein [ 14, Lemma 6, p. 3301 and later reformulated by Halmos [ 13, pp. 70- 
71] in the language of measure theory. Since the argument given by Halmos 
is directly applicable to our situation, we do not reproduce the proof here. 
Summarizing our results, we have: 
SPECTRAL THEOREM. Let A be a bounded, self-adjoint operator (on the 
Hilbert space H) with spectrum .Z. Then A generates an E’-measure p in Z. 
Moreover, the measure TV is a spectral measure and, for every real polynomial p, 
~(4 = 1 P 4. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
1. The procedure used in Section 6 can be modified so as to give a proof 
of the Spectral Theorem for an unbounded self-adjoint operator. For an indi- 
cation of how this may be done, see [3]. 
2. It is natural to ask if a Radon-Nikodym type theorem can be established 
for E-measures, thus generalizing the work of Dieudonne [15] in this 
direction. The author hopes to publish results of this nature in the future. 
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